What do you think about this kind of housing in your neighbourhood?

FUTURE HOUSING TYPES: INTRODUCTION
The City of Victoria is working with residents to explore new kinds of housing to accommodate new and
future residents in neighbourhoods. As a part of this process, the City is gathering public feedback to help
answer the question:

WHAT HOUSING FORMS ARE BEST SUITED TO EACH OF VICTORIA’S NEIGHBOURHOODS?

CONSIDERATIONS
Review the panels to find out about
each housing option, including:
ta description of the housing form;
ta character sketch;
ta list of possible pros and cons; and
tprecedent images.

GIVING YOUR FEEDBACK
There are two ways to provide feedback on each of
these housing forms:
First, rate which housing forms you would prefer in
your neighbourhood using sticky dots. Then, use
sticky notes to tell us why you answered that way.
The feedback received today will be summarized and
reported back to the community, and then used to
develop housing options for your neighbourhood.

FUTURE HOUSING

victoria.ca/neighbourhoodplans

What do you think about this kind of housing in your neighbourhood?

MAIN HOUSE + SECONDARY SUITE + GARDEN SUITE
The City of Victoria is working with residents to explore new kinds of housing to accommodate new and future
residents in neighbourhoods. Tell us what you think.
OVERVIEW
9

This is a single-detached dwelling with a secondary
suite and a detached garden suite. The secondary
suite is typically a basement suite. Garden suites
are sometimes referred to as a carriage or laneway
house, however they do not require a lane.
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PROS

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

CONS

LEGEND

t
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t
t

t Potential to increase the value of single-detatched
homes
t Does not provide as many units by area as other forms
t Design will depend on the particular site, however
future considerations would include privacy, proximity
to neighbouring development, sunlight access, careful
site planning, and more
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Can be achieved on a single lot
Can provide incentive to keep original home
Suite provides a mortgage helper
Maintains character of a single-detached streetscape
Provides more ground-oriented rental opportunities
Size of main house provides family-friendly housing

Reduces green space in existing neighbourhoods
May require on-street parking
Small suites may not be family friendly
Does not provide more ownership opportunities
Low sustainability performance compared to other
forms

Main house
Secondary suite path
Secondary suite entry + patio
Garden suite outdoor space
Windows oriented for privacy
Garden suite
Garden suite path entry
Main house parking
Garden + secondary suite parking

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

Garden Suite

Garden Suite

Garden Suite

View of Main House and Secondary Suite from Garden Suite

HOW APPROPRIATE WOULD THIS HOUSING FORM BE FOR YOUR NEIGHBOURHOOD?
Use a sticky dot to rate this housing form.

Not at All
Appropriate

Somewhat
Inappropriate

Neutral

Somewhat
Appropriate

Very Appropriate

Use sticky notes to tell us why you answered that way.
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Photo credits:
#3 Small Works
#4 Lane Fab

What do you think about this kind of housing in your neighbourhood?

DUPLEX + SECONDARY SUITE
The City of Victoria is working with residents to explore new kinds of housing to accommodate new and future
residents in neighbourhoods. Tell us what you think.
OVERVIEW
This is a duplex with two primary units and one or
two secondary rental suites. The secondary suites are
typically basement suites.
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PROS

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

CONS

LEGEND
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t Potential to increase the value of duplexes
t Privacy and proximity to adjacent developments
t Does not provide as many units by area as other
forms

t Generally does not support retention of the existing
house
t Parking requirements on site reduce green space

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Suite provides a mortgage helper
Can be achieved on a single lot
Parking is achieved on site
Size of duplex provides family-friendly housing
Can provide incentive to keep original home
Maintains character of a single-detatched streetscape
Provides more ownership opportunities
Provides more ground-oriented rental opportunities

Duplex entries
Secondary suite entry
Duplex parking access
On-street parking for secondary suites
Duplex parking
Shared outdoor space

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

View from the street.

View from the side street, rear.

View from the street.

HOW APPROPRIATE WOULD THIS HOUSING FORM BE FOR YOUR NEIGHBOURHOOD?
Use a sticky dot to rate this housing form.

Not at All
Appropriate

Somewhat
Inappropriate

Neutral

Somewhat
Appropriate

Very Appropriate

Use sticky notes to tell us why you answered that way.
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Photo credits:
1 http://plexdevelopments.ca/
3 Flickr user: PNWRA

What do you think about this kind of housing in your neighbourhood?

MAIN HOUSE + TWO SECONDARY SUITES
The City of Victoria is working with residents to explore new kinds of housing to accommodate new and future
residents in neighbourhoods. Tell us what you think.
OVERVIEW
This is a single-detached dwelling with two secondary
rental suites. This could take a variety of forms
including a basement suite and an attic suite, or two
basement suites. The ownerhip is maintained under a
single title.
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PROS

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

CONS
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t Potential to increase the value of single-detatched
homes
t Does not provide as many units by area as other
forms

t
t
t
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Provides a mortgage helper
Can be achieved on a single lot
Can provide incentive to keep original home
Maintains character of a single-detatched streetscape
Provides more ground-oriented rental opportunities
Size of main house provides family-friendly housing

LEGEND

May require on-street parking
Small suites may not be family-friendly
Does not provide more ownership opportunities
Low sustainability performance compared to
other forms

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Vehicle access to on-site parking
Main house and upper level suite entrances
Lower suite entry and semi-private patio
Garden suite
Main house suite
Upper suite
Shared yard
On-street parking for suites

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

View from the street.

View from the street.

View from the front yard.

HOW APPROPRIATE WOULD THIS HOUSING FORM BE FOR YOUR NEIGHBOURHOOD?
Use a sticky dot to rate this housing form.

Not at All
Appropriate

Somewhat
Inappropriate

Neutral

Somewhat
Appropriate

Very Appropriate

Use sticky notes to tell us why you answered that way.
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What do you think about this kind of housing in your neighbourhood?

SMALL LOT MAIN HOUSE + SECONDARY SUITE
The City of Victoria is working with residents to explore new kinds of housing to accommodate new and future
residents in neighbourhoods. Tell us what you think.
OVERVIEW
A “Small Lot House” refers to a minimum lot size of
260m2 and a minimum width of 10m. Conventional
house lots for Victoria are 460m2 on average. Small
lots in Victoria may not actually be ‘small’ compared
to other municipalities. Typical lots in Vancouver are
10m wide and 360m2. In Portland, a typical small lot
in 150m2 and 11m wide. Narrower lots follow specific
design criteria.
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Currently secondary suites are not permitted on small
lots.
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PROS

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

CONS

LEGEND
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t
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t Potential to increase the value of single-detatched
homes

t May require on-street parking
t Small suites may not be family-friendly
t Suite does not provide more ownership opportunities

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Provides a mortgage helper
Can be achieved on a single lot
Size of main house provides family-friendly housing
Can provide incentive to keep original home
Maintains character of a single-detatched streetscape
Provides more ground-oriented rental opportunities

Main house entry
Secondary suite entry and patio
Main house parking
Shared rear yard
On-street parking for secondary suite

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

View from the rear yard.

View from the rear yard.

View from the side showing secondary suite pedestrian access.

HOW APPROPRIATE WOULD THIS HOUSING FORM BE FOR YOUR NEIGHBOURHOOD?
Use a sticky dot to rate this housing form.

Not at All
Appropriate

Somewhat
Inappropriate

Neutral

Somewhat
Appropriate

Very Appropriate

Use sticky notes to tell us why you answered that way.
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Photo credit:
1 Small Works.ca
2 Dessins Drummond
3 Alan James

What do you think about this kind of housing in your neighbourhood?

TOWNHOUSE: UP / DOWN
The City of Victoria is working with residents to explore new kinds of housing to accommodate new and future
residents in neighbourhoods. Tell us what you think.
OVERVIEW
Townhouses come in many shapes and sizes. “Up/
down” townhouses have upper level and lower level
units. In addition to sharing walls with neighbours,
each unit would also share either a ceiling or floor.
Each unit would have a private front entrance
with access to the street. This housing type could
include co-housing. Up/down townhouses are
typically higher than side-by-side townhouses.
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The sketch illustrates consolidated lots, with up/
down townhouses organized around a central
courtyard and underground structured parking.
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PROS

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

CONS

LEGEND

t Parking is achieved on site
t Provides more housing on less area, which
contributes to compact communities
t Provides family-friendly housing
t Provides more ownership opportunities
t High sustainability performance compared to
other models

t Zoning cannot mandate tenure.
t Design will depend on the particular site, however
future considerations would include privacy,
proximity to neighbouring development, sunlight
access, careful site planning, and more
t Requires careful design to maintain character of
single-detached streetscape

t Does not provide a mortgage helper
neighbourhoods
t Generally requires more than one lot to be
consolidated
t Generally does not support retention of the
existing house
t Parking requirements on site could reduce green
space

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Ground level unit entry
Upper level unit entry
Pathway to side yard facing units
Interior courtyard
Access to underground structured parking

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

Front/side angle view.

Front/side angle view.

Front/side angle view.

In this example a heritage school house was converted into townhouses. Photos show the front (left) and side
(right). The school house was lifted to allow for additional units below.

HOW APPROPRIATE WOULD THIS HOUSING FORM BE FOR YOUR NEIGHBOURHOOD?
Use a sticky dot to rate this housing form.

Not at All
Appropriate

Somewhat
Inappropriate

Neutral

Somewhat
Appropriate

Very Appropriate

Use sticky notes to tell us why you answered that way.
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Photo credits:
1 Gellers World Travel
3 Brookfield Homes

What do you think about this kind of housing in your neighbourhood?

TOWNHOUSE: SIDE-BY-SIDE
The City of Victoria is working with residents to explore new kinds of housing to accommodate new and future
residents in neighbourhoods. Tell us what you think.
OVERVIEW
Townhouses come in many shapes and sizes. “Sideby-Side” townhouses are organized one adjacent
to the next, with shared walls between neighbours.
Each unit has a private front entrance with access
to the street. This housing type could include cohousing.
4

The sketch illustrates consolidated lots, townhouses
organized around a central parking area, and the
entrance facing the side yard.
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PROS

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

CONS

LEGEND

t Can be achieved on a single wide, large lot
t Parking is achieved on site
t Provides more housing on less area, which
contributes to compact communities
t Provides family-friendly housing
t Provides more ownership opportunities
t High sustainability performance compared to
other models

t Parking in rear is accessed through the shared internal
courtyard.
t Zoning cannot mandate tenure.
t Design will depend on the particular site, however
future considerations would include privacy,
proximity to neighbouring development, sunlight
access, careful site planning, and more
t Requires careful design to maintain character of
single-detached streetscape

t
t
t
t

1. Front lot unit entries and yards
2. Vehicular access
3. Pedestrian path and to rear lot units, and
landscape edge to adjacent development
4. Centrally located tuck-under parking

Does not provide a mortgage helper
Reduces green space in existing neighbourhoods
Often requires consolidation of two lots
Generally does not support retention of the existing
house

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

View from the sidewalk.

View from the lane.

View from the front of entrance and from the corner.

HOW APPROPRIATE WOULD THIS HOUSING FORM BE FOR YOUR NEIGHBOURHOOD?
Use a sticky dot to rate this housing form.

Not at All
Appropriate

Somewhat
Inappropriate

Neutral

Somewhat
Appropriate

Very Appropriate

Use sticky notes to tell us why you answered that way.
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Photo credits:
1 Montgomery County Planning Commission
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3 PNWRA

What do you think about this kind of housing in your neighbourhood?

TOWNHOUSE + SECONDARY SUITE
The City of Victoria is working with residents to explore new kinds of housing to accommodate new and future
residents in neighbourhoods. Tell us what you think.
OVERVIEW
Townhouses come in many shapes and sizes. Each
townhouse unit includes a secondary suite. Much like
in side-by-side townhouses, units will share walls with
neighbours and share a ceiling or floor with the rental
tenant. Each unit would have a private front entrance
with access to the street. This housing type could
include co-housing.
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The sketch illustrates a single lot with two
townhouses, and parking off of the lane. The
secondary suite is typically the lower suite, as
illustrated.
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PROS

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

CONS

LEGEND

t Provides a mortgage helper
t Parking is achieved on site
t Provides more housing on less area, which
contributes to compact communities
t Provides family-friendly housing
t Provides more ownership opportunities
t Provides more ground-oriented rental opportunities
t High sustainability performance compared to other
models

t Zoning cannot mandate tenure.
t Design will depend on the particular site, however
future considerations would include privacy,
proximity to neighbouring development, sunlight
access, careful site planning, and more
t Requires careful design to maintain character of
single-detached streetscape

t Generally requires more than one lot to be
consolidated
t Generally does not support retention of the existing
house
t Parking requirements on-site could reduce green
space

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Townhouse entry
Townhouse balcony
Secondary suite entry
Shared townhouse and secondary suite front yard
Rear parking access

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

3 bedroom townhomes, each with a 1 bedroom rental suite.

Townhomes with secondary rental suites. View of the primary unit from the sidewalk and the entry to the rental
unit.

A typical secondary suite in a townhome with steps to the entrance
off of the street.

HOW APPROPRIATE WOULD THIS HOUSING FORM BE FOR YOUR NEIGHBOURHOOD?
Use a sticky dot to rate this housing form.

Not at All
Appropriate

Somewhat
Inappropriate

Neutral

Somewhat
Appropriate

Very Appropriate

Use sticky notes to tell us why you answered that way.
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Photo credit:
2,3,4 rew.ca

What do you think about this kind of housing in your neighbourhood?

TOWNHOUSE + LOCK-OFF SUITE
The City of Victoria is working with residents to explore new kinds of housing to accommodate new and future
residents in neighbourhoods. Tell us what you think.
OVERVIEW
Townhouses come in many shapes and sizes. A
townhouse with a lock-off suite shares the same front
door as the main townhouse unit, but has a separate suite
within. From the street this type of unit would look the
same as a typical townhouse. This housing type could
include co-housing.
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The sketch illustrates the end units in section.
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PROS

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

CONS

LEGEND

t Provides a mortgage helper
t Parking is achieved on site
t Provides more housing on less area, which contributes
to compact communities
t Provides family-friendly housing
t Can provide incentive to keep original home
t Provides more ownership opportunities
t Provides more ground-oriented rental opportunities
t High sustainability performance compared to other
models

t Zoning cannot mandate tenure.
t Design will depend on the particular site, however future
considerations would include privacy, proximity to
neighbouring development, sunlight access, careful site
planning, and more
t Requires careful design to maintain character of singledetached streetscape

t Generally requires more than one lot to be consolidated
t Generally does not support retention of the existing
house
t Parking requirements on site could reduce green space

1.
2.
3.
4.

Upper unit entrance and porch
Lower unit entrance and semi-private patio
Lock-off suite interior door
Vehicle access to parking

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

View from the street.

Corner view.

View from the sidewalk.

View from the street.

HOW APPROPRIATE WOULD THIS HOUSING FORM BE FOR YOUR NEIGHBOURHOOD?
Use a sticky dot to rate this housing form.

Not at All
Appropriate

Somewhat
Inappropriate

Neutral

Somewhat
Appropriate

Very Appropriate

Use sticky notes to tell us why you answered that way.
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Photo Credit:
1 La Citta Vita
2 Montgomery County Planning Commission

What do you think about this kind of housing in your neighbourhood?

ROW HOUSING (FEE SIMPLE TOWNHOUSES)
The City of Victoria is working with residents to explore new kinds of housing to accommodate new and future
residents in neighbourhoods. Tell us what you think.
OVERVIEW
Row houses come in many shapes and sizes. Row
houses, or fee simple townhouses, have no strata
council and no monthly maintenance fee. Each unit
operates independently in terms of finances and
maintenance.
Row houses are organized one adjacent to the next,
with shared walls between neighbours. Each unit has
a private front entrance with access to the street. This
housing type could include co-housing.
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The sketch illustrates street fronting rowhomes on
consolidated lots, with parking in the front.

PROS

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

CONS

LEGEND

t Parking is achieved on site
t Provides more housing on less area, which contributes
to compact communities
t Provides family-friendly housing
t Provides more ownership opportunities
t High sustainability performance compared to other
models

t Design will depend on the particular site, however future
considerations would include privacy, proximity to
neighbouring development, sunlight access, careful site
planning, and more
t Requires careful design to maintain character of singledetached streetscape

t
t
t
t
t

1. Main Entry
2. Parking
3. Private rear yard

Does not provide a mortgage helper
Generally requires more than one lot to be consolidated
Generally does not support retention of the existing house
Does not provide ground-oriented rental opportunities
Where no lane exists, rowhouses would require front yard parking
with access from the street, which creates interruptions to the
pedestrian experience along the sidewalk and reduces green
space. Back yard parking is possible where lanes are present.

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

A row house on a block with no lane.

Street view (left) and sidewalk view (right).

Rear view.

Street view of row houses on a block with a lane.

HOW APPROPRIATE WOULD THIS HOUSING FORM BE FOR YOUR NEIGHBOURHOOD?
Use a sticky dot to rate this housing form.

Not at All
Appropriate

Somewhat
Inappropriate

Neutral

Somewhat
Appropriate

Very Appropriate

Use sticky notes to tell us why you answered that way.
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Photo Credits:
1 Van Courier
3 La Citta vita
4 Gellers World Travel

What do you think about this kind of housing in your neighbourhood?

COURTYARD HOUSING
The City of Victoria is working with residents to explore new kinds of housing to accommodate new and future
residents in neighbourhoods. Tell us what you think.
OVERVIEW
Courtyard housing is comprised of small singledetatched homes developed in a cluster to share
open space and parking access. From the street
these would look like small homes on narrow lots.
Small private patios can also be incorporated for
each unit. This type of housing could include cohousing.
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PROS

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

CONS

LEGEND

t
t
t
t

t Design will depend on the particular site, however future
considerations would include privacy, proximity to
neighbouring development, sunlight access, careful site
planning, and more

t
t
t
t
t
t
t

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Parking is achieved on site
Provides family-friendly housing
Maintains character of a single-detatched streetscape
Provides more ownership opportunities

Does not provide a mortgage helper
Generally requires more than one lot to be consolidated
Does not provide as many units by area as other forms
Generally does not support retention of the existing house
Does not provide ground-oriented rental opportunities
Low sustainability performance compared to other forms
Parking requirements on site may reduce green space

Stand-alone homes
Parking
Front lot pedestrian entry
Vehicular access
Rear lot pedestrian entry

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

Internal pedestrian access.

Internal shared outdoor space.

View from the street.

View from courtyard.

View from courtyard.

HOW APPROPRIATE WOULD THIS HOUSING FORM BE FOR YOUR NEIGHBOURHOOD?
Use a sticky dot to rate this housing form.

Not at All
Appropriate

Somewhat
Inappropriate

Neutral

Somewhat
Appropriate

Very Appropriate

Use sticky notes to tell us why you answered that way.
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Photo Credits:
1,2 U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development
3 Gellers World Travel
4, 5 The Ottawa Citizen

What do you think about this kind of housing in your neighbourhood?

HOUSE CONVERSIONS
The City of Victoria is working with residents to explore new kinds of housing to accommodate new and future
residents in neighbourhoods. Tell us what you think.
OVERVIEW
A house conversion is when an older home is split
into multiple suites. They can be owned by a single
owner with the new suites being rented out, or they
can be owned under a strata title like a townhouse.
House conversions allow for more housing units to
be included on the lot while maintaining the original
structure. A common way of converting a house is
to lift it, building a new foundation with units below.
This is a strategy used to bring make heritage homes
more affordable.
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PROS

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

CONS

LEGEND

t Can provide a mortgage helper
t Can be achieved on a single lot
t Can provide family-friendly housing, depending on the
size of units
t Can provide incentive to keep original home
t Maintains character of a single-detatched streetscape
t Can provide more ownership opportunities
t Can provide more ground-oriented rental
opportunities

t Potential to increase the value of single-detatched homes
t Design will depend on the particular site, however future
considerations would include privacy, proximity to
neighbouring development, sunlight access, careful site
planning, and more

t May require on-street parking
t Does not provide as many units by area as other
forms
t Low sustainability performance compared to other
forms
t Parking requirements on site may reduce green
space

1. Vehicle access to on-site parking
2. New lower suite entry and semi-private patio
3. Original home entry and new upper suite
entrances and front verandah
4. Shared yard

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

Birds eye view from street

View from street.

View from corner. Corner lot with a lane.

Sidewalk view.

HOW APPROPRIATE WOULD THIS HOUSING FORM BE FOR YOUR NEIGHBOURHOOD?
Use a sticky dot to rate this housing form.

Not at All
Appropriate

Somewhat
Inappropriate

Neutral

Somewhat
Appropriate

Very Appropriate

Use sticky notes to tell us why you answered that way.
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What do you think about this kind of housing in your neighbourhood?

HOUSEPLEX
The City of Victoria is working with residents to explore new kinds of housing to accommodate new and future
residents in neighbourhoods. Tell us what you think.
OVERVIEW
A houseplex is a new home split into multiple suites.
They can be owned by a single owner with the suites
being rented, or they can be owned under strata like
a townhouse. Houseplexes allow for multiple housing
units to be included in a structure that looks like a singledetached house, or fits with a single-detached character.
While Victoria already has many older homes converted
into multiple suites, the houseplex option refers to new
homes that are built with this purpose in mind. There are
many possible design approaches.
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PROS

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

CONS

LEGEND

t
t
t
t
t

t Design will depend on the particular site, however
future considerations would include privacy,
proximity to neighbouring development, sunlight
access, careful site planning, and more
t Some on-street parking may be needed for
residents.

t Does not provide as many units by area as other forms
t Generally does not support retention of the existing
house
t Low sustainability performance compared to other
forms
t Parking requirements on site may reduce green space

1.
2.
3.
4.

Maintains character of a single-detatched streetscape
Potential to provide a mortgage helper
Can be achieved on a single lot
Parking is achieved on site
Can provide family-friendly housing, depending on the
size of units
t Provides more ownership opportunities
t Provides more ground-oriented rental opportunities
t Common lot widths of 15 metres that are difficult to
accommodate townhouses, can easily accommodate a
houseplex.

Private entrances
Pedestrian access
Vehicle access
Rear yard parking

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

Triplex with rear parking.

Fourplex with rear parking.

Corner lot multiplex with a lane. View of the side and rear.

Multiplex with rear parking.

HOW APPROPRIATE WOULD THIS HOUSING FORM BE FOR YOUR NEIGHBOURHOOD?
Use a sticky dot to rate this housing form.

Not at All
Appropriate

Somewhat
Inappropriate

Neutral

Use sticky notes to tell us why you answered that way.
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Appropriate

Very Appropriate

